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Abstract. This paper provides an overview of the predictable possibilities and
opportunities of autonomous human-computer interaction design offered by
studying the driver’s attention distribution. We examined attention distribution
from novice to advanced drivers and a visual experiment was conducted using
stickers and camera to both quantify and qualify attention while participants
were in a simulation auto-driving scenario. Thus, an consciousness hot-map
could be determined by stickers’ distribution and eye-tracking data, which could
contribute to interface design and its structure in autonomous driving vehicles.
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1 Introduction and Related Works

1.1 Autonomous Cars

Autonomous cars and its relevant technologies have been greatly developed in the past
few years, and they are expected to occupy a large presence in the market, with a
massive market demand and a promising future [1, 2]. Currently, automobile systems
vary from those which assist with driving tasks (e.g. automatic transmission) to those
which replace manual operations [3]. The National Highway Traffic Safety Adminis-
tration (NHTSA) defines five degrees of car autonomy which vary in the integration of
cars with Advanced Driver Assistance Systems (ADAS), and the extent to which a car
is taken over by autonomous systems [4]. Autonomous and semiautonomous vehicles
are currently being developed by over 14 companies [32], most of which stay in
navigating in complex environment. Thus, this paper and its relevant experiment will
focus on cars capable of driving automatically for a certain distance, which is L4, the
current study has been conducted.

Different levels of driver engagement are involved in each degree of autonomous
driving [5]. The term ‘Attention Distribution’ [6] is used to describe what drivers focus
on and their engagement. In autonomous cars, drivers are relieved of the cognitive load
from monitoring traffic and executing driving tasks [7] – which forms a clear contrast
against traditional driving practices – and the driver’s attention is free to stray towards
secondary tasks instead of focusing on the primary task of driving. Thus, the higher the
degree of automation, the more tendency for the driver’s attention to shift from driving
to secondary tasks.
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This change in attention distribution (AD) raises new requirements and challenges
of Human Machine Interface (HMI) for autonomous driving in two perspectives:

1. How can the non-driving-related interface (for entertainment and recreation pur-
poses) be designed to be capable of functioning without shifting attention from the
driving interface? For example, as an expansion of the Internet of Things, auton-
omous cars should be capable of accessing the internet, communicating with smart
devices as well as other cars and road infrastructures, and collecting and dealing
with data for drivers [8]. The innovation of the mobile phone had changed the
world, and the similar changes occurring in autonomous cars would do so again.
This pivotal development would require these functions be well organized
according to user experiences (UX) on varying levels of autonomy.

2. Related study had investigated automated steering systems and found that they
improve driver satisfaction and performance but also increase the time to recover
from a system shutdown, demonstrating an out-of-the-loop problem. [33] How the
driving interface can better transmit information with minimal input attention,
increasing the efficiency of information as to decrease the frequency of driver
distractions. Autonomous cars relieve drivers from the most stressful operations
needed for driving [9], however, the sense of control during driving should still
exist despite the decrease in driving tasks. Therefore, how the driving task interface
conveys its reliability and safety during driving is another important factor.

1.2 Attention and Cognition

Attention has been described as the allocation of limited cognitive processing
resources. [10] Generally speaking, you can think of attention as a highlighter [11]. For
an example when you read through a section of text, the highlighted section where you
are aiming at stands out, causing you to focus your interest in that area. In other words,
with attention, some sensory inputs will process faster and deeper [12, 13].

It was pointed out that the pattern of eye fixations (visual attention) that a given
observer produces was influenced by properties of the scene as well as the goals and
interests of the perceiver [14]. Present a major categorical boundary of visual attention
is the distinction between bottom-up (stimulus-driven) and top-down (goal-directed)
attention. The point is that the attention function processing may depend on the
properties of an image (e.g. a striking colors or a sudden movement) as well as goal
driven (e.g. hungry people looking for food).

1.3 Top-Down Attention Review

The ability that distribution of attention can be affected by intentions of the observer
was first noted by Helmholtz [15]. And its relevant perceptual consequences were
studied thoroughly by Mertens [16]. Eriksen and his colleagues started a seminal series
of studies about the quantitative understanding of the top-down deployment of atten-
tion [17–22]. Further exams were conducted by Posner and his colleagues for top-down
attention control processing [23–27].
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1.4 Bottom-Up Attention Review

Meanwhile, evidence and researches concerning captured attention (Bottom-up atten-
tion) are more recent and could be differed to two major categories based on stimulus
properties: feature singletons and abrupt visual onsets [12]. Feature singletons can be
identified easily in visual research. (Neisser found that curved letters distinguish
themselves among straight letters [28]). Same as this, dynamic, and colorful road vision
are much more attractive than stationary S-IVIS (In-vehicle information system) in a
simulation auto-driving experiment. So we decided participants to allocate their
attention points after the driving video and tell them to focus on S-IVIS.

1.5 Driver’s Attention

Psychologists have confirmed that top-down attention and bottom-up attention pro-
cesses work together [12], as is under natural condition. In a typical experiment [29],
participants were asked to search for and identify a red target in a display containing
several white distractors, while on other trials a “cue” display (only containing red
color singleton) precede the search display. The cue singleton involuntarily attracted
top-down attention and affected participants’ response to upcoming targets even though
participants were told to ignore the cue display and draw down-up attention as much as
possible.

In driving processing, regardless of autonomous levels, drivers attention are dis-
tributed in both Top-down way and Bottom-up way. Drivers are responsible for con-
stantly changing views (bottom-up) and naturally allocating their attention to driving
task interface when drivers should operate it, or just watch it on the highly autonomous
vehicle (top-down). Meanwhile, S-IVIS tends to capture drivers’ attention through
attractive visual elements (shining screen, sudden movements and sounds). So driving
process involves both two kinds of attention and its complex combination.

Despite this, we had refined opportunities and points associated with singleton
attention from the two perspectives we mentioned before.

In perspective 1, when the drivers actively focus on non-driving-related tasks, the
proper spatial location for secondary tasks interface and how to guide the attention
shifts quickly and accurately could be the points for top-down attention research, out of
drivers’ initiative intention to take secondary tasks. On the other side, visual elements
on the non-driving task interface should also be limited in case bottom-up attention
plays a negative role. (e.g. unnecessary massage distract drivers in driving and weak
reminder may cause drivers to miss important messages.)

In perspective 2, involved with the driving-task interface, how to express driving
information (speed; cars conditions; etc.) efficiently since top-down attention deploy-
ment inevitably decline because of developed automation and how emergency alert
capturing driver’s bottom-up attention immediately could be meaning for the research
on attention distribution on driving-task interface.
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1.6 Research Approach

Conducting a user evaluation with a real self-driving car is difficult. Some studies have
provided alternatives that a fake self-driving car [30, 34], a VR simulation [35, 36] and
a video experiment [31, 37] can be appropriate for such research. This study therefore
adopted a video experiment method to extract both quantitative and qualitative data on
top-down and Bottom-up attention distribution on the driving process. Both driver’s
view and co-driver’s view were taken into consideration because there will be no driver
in a highly-autonomous car. And passengers’ experiment could not only be a control
experiment but a reference for fully-auto driving experiments as well. These data were
used to frame an attention heat map for HMI (human machine interface) in autonomous
cars. Thus, the research and conclusion of this hot map may act as a guideline for the
functionality planning and interaction disciplines of interactive interface design for
autonomous automobiles.

2 Experiment

In the video visual experiment. 12 adults were selected and invited into a mimicked
typical driving environment in terms of the sample selection criteria as below:

(1) The age of them strictly ranged from 22 to 46, which contained 90% drivers in the
range of age.

(2) Gender was logically taken into account, therefore, we introduced 6 male drivers
and 6 female drivers.

(3) The experience of autopilot also affects the feedback from the participants. We
have chosen drivers who have at least a low level of assisted driving experience.

(4) Both novice drivers and experienced drivers were introduced to this experiment.
We also noticed that the participants’ driving experience would definitely affect
their feedback. The novices would not be expected to show signs of distraction in
these studies, of course, because they had an observer with them at all times and
so they might be expected to behave as they thought they should behave [31]. And
expert, naturally, could be more proficient in driving behavior, and easier to
immerse in driving experiments.

2.1 Driving Video

For our experiments, the video we showed to participants is transformed from a driving
recording video. We edited the recording video to exclude the original driving interface
and to include several common driving scenarios (reversing, turning, sharp turns,
changing lanes and overtaking, accelerating or braking). We edited video out of two
reasons: first, the video should be as inclusive as possible, to ensure that the experiment
can completely replicate the real scene; second, different driving operations will lead to
different attention distribution. The fluency after video editing was also considered, as
we wanted to provide the complete driving experience for the subjects. Meanwhile,
driving video was slightly blurred according to perspective.
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2.2 Participants

During the test, while watching a piece of driving video provided by a projector on the
window area of the driving interface paper, participants were asked to evaluate and
rank their active attention (goal-directed) as playing a role of a real driver and then add
attention stickers (10 in total) to the relevant area. In this way, we measured top-down
attention distribution through the stickers added by participants. At the same time, a
camera, above the participant’s head, would monitor where the participant was looking
at. Camera data would be evidence of framing bottom-up attention. Thus, both
stimulus-driven and goal-directed attention on the driving interface could be framed out
in this experiment.

In addition, we also introduced the passenger’s perspective for the control exper-
iment: Participants were asked to play a passengers’ role in co-driver seat location, and
allocate their attention stickers to the same interface. Data from these passenger-view
experiments could be fundamental support for both passengers’ attention and drivers’
attention in L5 autonomous driving scenario.

2.3 Potential Error Source

As we mentioned before, conducting a user evaluation with a real self-driving car is
difficult, therefore we applied video experiments as an alternative. The lack of an
unrelated driving environment, caused by simulation, can make the participants in the
experiment unable to immerse themselves in driving imagination. Apparently, the
biggest source of error in this test is determined by the simulation of the simulated
driving environment.

To ensure the effect of driving simulation during the experiment, we used a pro-
jector that could provide a real size driving interface instead of a limited size digital
screen, which had led us to be unable to use the eye tracker to monitor changes in
visual attention precisely. To address this problem, a camera monitored participants
eye’s moving was introduced. Therefore, inaccurate positioning caused by the manual
approach leads to experimental error.

Although repeatedly told that the participants should not be attracted too much
from the dynamic video, the objective existence of the dynamic image tends to affect
the subjective evaluation and ranking after the video.

3 Data Collecting and Analysis

Unlike previous psychology visual experiments that gather eye-tracking data while
participants are viewing static pictures, web pages, or documents, every operation in
driving environment is rather complex, even though we have refined the visual ele-
ments related to driving attention in this experiments. Therefore, it is hard to say which
attention process (top-down or bottom-up) dominates a certain attention shift during a
single driving action. And we decided to focus on one of them, separately.
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3.1 Top-Down Attention (Goal-Driven)

For driver’s goal-driven attention, we rely on the points (stickers) to figure out howmuch
attention is applied to and where it is applied to. Through studying the extracted data, we
present the data as a heat map lying on the graphic driving interface (see Fig. 1).

Also passenger’s top-down attention is presented in a heat map too, as an addition
to drivers’ heat map (see Fig. 2).

As we can see from these two graphs, when participants assume driving tasks and
do not undertake driving tasks, their top-down attention distribution is clearly biased:
the driver’s attention is relatively concentrated on several points which are almost
completely cover the whole driving interface; meanwhile the passenger’s attention
tends to be evenly dispersed to the core of the driver’s interface, and part of it is
concentrated in the middle of the lower half of the driver’s interface.

This result can be explained by the driver’s driving habits: the driver controlled the
car by focusing on several control areas, just like how they usually drove. Once
liberated from the driving task, their attention will still be placed on the driving
interface, but there will be no specific concentration points. So our point of the whole
driving interface is: the driving interface should be as flat as possible and decentralized,
since users without driving tasks no longer pay top-down attention to a few points but
the whole interface. And the perception and cognition could be better developed on a
flat interface without visual elements interference. (“Flat”, is not to say be 2D, but to
say nothing distinguish itself and be simple.)

Both driver’s attention and passenger’s attention show relativeness to their aerial
location: Steering wheel The steering wheel and its vicinity occupy the most attention
of driver’s attention, which is exactly the center of driver’s normal sight. And the most

Fig. 1. Drivers’ top-down attention distribution
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attractive area for passengers is side control panel where passengers naturally turn their
heads when communicating with drivers.

The results show that the aerial location has an influence on the attention distri-
bution. However, we have proposed in the above that the driving interface should try to
avoid protruding parts. Therefore, we believe that the driving interface should be
changed to curved if conditions permit, reducing visual differences in different parts in
the driving interface due to changes in spatial distance.

Also, we put their attention heat map together, to see how the attention of these two
transforms and conflicts (see Fig. 3).

Obviously, we can see that the attention of passengers and drivers is barely coin-
cident in the whole driving interface except side control panel in the middle of driving
interface, which means drivers and passengers still tends to behave differently under
auto-driving scenario, even though they were thought to be almost similar in high-level
automatic driving.

At a autonomous cars, user’s attention re-distribute when their identity is trans-
formed from driver to passenger. Therefore, the area, to which both drivers and pas-
sengers pay mainly top-down attention, should be the places that information be
expressed. And the control panel, the only conflict area, is being fully developed and
used in Tesla, which is consistent with the phenomenon observed from our
experiments.

3.2 Bottom-Up Attention (Stimulus-Driven)

We also counted the heat map of a distribution from the video recording the partici-
pants’s (driver) eye-gazing area (see Fig. 4).

Fig. 2. Passengers’ top-down attention distribution
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Fig. 3. Drivers and Passengers’ top-down attention distribution

Fig. 4. Drivers’ bottom-up attention distribution
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However, there is still significant error due to the statistics by manual approach.
Therefore, the heat map of bottom-up attention only has very limited reference value.

Different from Top-down attention, the distribution of bottom-up attention is more
concentrated on areas above both sides of the interface. We insist that this is caused by
dynamic video, and drivers are still be aware of road view. Therefore, both side of
window, which containing the most traffic information, are highlighted.

The result reveals two opportunities for auto-driving: first, drivers’ attention, under
auto-driving circumstance, is affected by road view in bottom-up process; second,
interface design should avoid highlighters or different texture on both side of interface
and important messages should not been presented on the side of interface, because
they can be easily distracted by dynamic road view.

4 Conclusion

In conclusion, we have conducted a visual experiment to simulate auto-driving sce-
nario. Top-down attention has become our main research object, due to the charac-
teristics of experiments and autonomous driving. Based on visualization results of the
experiment, we have presented interface suggestions including interface frame, func-
tion layout discipline and visual guideline. We also have developed a new researching
approach for analyzing attention distribution.

Although studies on spatial characteristics of attention distribution is available,
there is still a need to conduct detailed functional division studies on the driving
interface. This paper roughly considered the driving interface as several parts. The
actual driving interface may need more specific distinction as different driving
approaches involve different driving actions, and therefore the attention distribution
will be slightly different. The future research may apply experiments in specific areas
for certain driving actions.
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